Laurie
Kate_: When did you first realize that you were a feminist?

L: I realized I was a feminist in college ... ! was dating this guy, an d
the more I got to know him and his friends, the more I realized
J·
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I came across your website wh11e browsing the internet for · feminist
activities in New York. After perusing your website and carefu))y
<~ contemplating its contents, I composed the fo71owing Jetter. Additiona77y •. I
·have attached an essay on abortion by E71en Willis.
0 ,_·· Although I respect every individual's right to construct his or her
definition of feminism, I was greatly troubled upon reading the mission
-...., statement of your organization_ Simply put, ·r take issue with your idea that
~:- "pro life" and "pro woman" are mutua77y exc}usive. llllillc~
~~--- l!ll'.rllrtDI!IIIIICSSi
It[ I 4
,. I have read feminist texts extensively, spanning from
S:
the 1960s to the present .
.J As is expected among participants in any movement, individual feminists often
y. disagree on rriany issues. However, a pivotal issue which has historica71y
.-1~ united feminists across a wide spectrum is the right to choose. If women are
~
to become fu77y independent agents in a patriarchal society which has.
~.'.1. traditiona71y functioned to keep women relegated to the status of subjects,
' ' ,J' we first and foremost need complete control over our bodies. Without this
.::~ basic and inherent right, how can we be expected to grasp and ma1'ntain
- J. '· control over our minds, the most powerful tool needed to liberate ourselves
from socia77y-imposed subjugation?
'
\ - ;~ Reproductive choice 1s both synonymous with and imperative to freedom . from
·2 ·-: the patriarchal ties which generations of women have fought tooth and nail to
~ - break-and continue today in this fight. The right to choice doesn't even
:>.:-./!. necessitate a radical restructuring of society; it stays in line with the
\ I' most essential tenets of liberal feminism .
Please do not see this as a condemnatio·n of your beliefs- instead, please see
•.•.i t is a valid argument which is vita) to the survival of women's rights in an
- extremely antifeminist point in time. In my opinion, aligning oneself with
..,..,(. conservatives on such a precarious issue is an extreme 7y dangerous union, as
'J' t/Ji s is a group whi ell is notorious 7y opposed to both the upho 7di ng and the
, f\ ~
furthering of feminist principles.
Q;;. I wiJJ conclude with a quote from E77en Willis: :'No member of the species in
_r~
any stage of development has an essential right to make use of someone else's
·
body, let alone in such an a77 - encompassing f ashion without that person's
-(
consent." Thank you for taking the time to read my letter.
Sin cerely,
( ·
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how sexist and inaccurate their views of women were. They had
strange rules for judging if a woman was "hot" that involved
looking at her body in pieces. Her face wasn't very important.
They believed most women were "crazy" (especially the ones who
c;alled them out on their b.s.) and the only ones they didn't deem
"crazy" were the ones who had internalized these boys' sexist

That group of guys was a year or so older than me, and I didn't
have much dating experience, so I put a lot of stock in what they
said. I thought this was how most men felt about women. I
doubted myself when I thought something they did or said was
sexist because they so vehemently denied their- sexism when I
confronted them about it, and like I said, I didn't have much
experience to compare it to.
. After my then-boyfriend and I broke up, I talked to my friends
about the relationship and the breakup in depth. I found that t h ose
friends who were feminists were the most helpful and most
suppor·tive of me, validating my qualms about some of the
dynamics of the relationship and among my then-boyfriend's
friends.

'·

I began reading books from the Second and Third Waves, and
found even more support for my viewpoints on not just the
relationship dynamics but on a range of things I had experienced in
my life. Those authors articulated so many things! had been feeling

~

·I

2·, (\es

all my life but didn't know how to explain or didn't know others

I ! . ; Re comfV1Qnd

were feeling. I really identified with everything I read and felt
inspired. From there, my identity as a feminist continued to
strengthen.

K: Why do you think feminists have been accused for
. decades of lacldng a sense of humor?
L: First of all, I have a strong feeling that said accusers are people
with privilege (gender, race, class, etc) and their sympathizers. I
also think that feminists have always challenged people to open
their eyes to m~ny ugly;truths (e.g: s~xism, racism, homophobia,
ageism, etc.) that most; people don't want to have to think about.
To these people, wanting feminists to have a "sense of humor"
really means that they want feminists to let them get away with
saying/doing oppressive :things. They feel guilty when feminists call
them out, but th~y also :don't want to change their behavior since
they are in a coniforta~l.e positior\ of privilege, so instead of
recognizing that they ar~ at fault for not being accountable, they
externalize the blame to' feminists. .Something's wrong with those
crazy feminists, it's not me! People do this all the time to protect
their sense of self. It is called cognitive dissonance (coin_ed by Leon
Festinger).
!
·
.

yo~~ r~IJtionship with feminism affect your

K: How did
career choice?.
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L: My relationship!w lth ·!feminism was probably the biggest influence

on my career cho, ic~. I'~ cun;-ently studying to be a clinical
.
psychologist. I believe that if people have good mental health and
.
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feel that they are 'co,mirg fror:n a place of support, respect, and
I
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understanding, they will make better decisions for themselves and
improve their lives . I want to practice feminist psychotherapy.
I am also doing psychological research on gender, sexua lity, race
and ethnicity to try

tb

expand what we know about marginalized

populations so that they can receive the best psychological and

/

medical care possible. My research also explores the psychology

'VeM-

behind privilege, and figuring out what makes people in privileged
positions internalize social justice values.
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K: How does your feminism tie into other types of
activism you've participated in over the years?

L: Before I came

.

to

the feminist movement, I was involved in

animal rights and environmental activism. Coming to feminism h as
enhanced my activism in three ways:
I) I realized that environmentalism and animal rights are both
feminist issues. Exploring that has deepened and broadened my
understanding of those movements.
2) Feminism has helped me identify oppressive interpersonal
dynamics among activists within movements (e.g. examining why
some activist movements are dominated by White people and/ or
men). It's important to make sure that the interpersonal dynamics
among activists in an organization are anti-oppressive because

'·

social dynamics influence the quality of the organization and its
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impact on whatever movement you're working in.
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3) Finally, the feminist saying "The personal is political" has had a
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huge impact on my orientation as an activist. I used to be focused
on changing the world outside of me. But now I realize that to be a
good activist, I have to examine myself too. For example, how can
I work for r-acial justice if I haven't examined my own biases?
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Feminism has taught me to be a better ally to oppressed groups

Stina is a ph.d. candidate in

I

K: As a former DC resident and current NYC resident,
have you noticed any different trends in feminist activism
between these two geographic locations?
I

.

:

womer~'s

and gender studies at
Rutgers Univer-sity, whe r-e she is working on a dissertation pro ject
'

;md realize how my own struggles are inter-twined with other-s'.

iI

jl

•

about queer landownership, c'ornm~~ity building, and life in the
I

I

fault lines of capitalism. Somewhat r:elated to this project, she is
also the caretaker- of a never-growi~g brood of kombucha bab ies.
I

Outside of school, Stina co-faci litates a r-adical educators' group
I

..

L: I felt like activism if) DC was much more self-conscious about

and helps organize gender--free contra darKes. She can be reac hed

racial dynamics within organizations, and I saw a lot more ethn ic
minorities in powerfu l positions . Here in NYC, I see a lot more

at stinas@eden.rutgers.edu. :
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women in powerful positions. I' m not sure why things are different
in the two cities, or if my obser-vations are be due to chance, but
that's what comes to m ind.

K: !f you could offer words of wisdom to feminists going
through tough times, either politically or socially, what
would you say?
I

L: Try to stay strong and keep your chin up. When you're
surrounded by people· and institutions that don't support you
and/or your views, that is when it's hardest to stick to them.

Stephanie
K: I met you in ea~ly 2007 at Bluestockings and we
connected over yr ':z:ine, Suburban Bfigh't. I read SB
I'
.
voraciously and was particularly amazed by the gender
issue (which is now cataloged in the ABC Nio Rio zine
library!) What in particular inspired you to create an issue
focusing on gender? How can zines function to
disassemble essentialist 'notions of male/female?
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Kerri lives in Brooklyn with her charming boyfriend and their'two
-cats. By day she deals in the world of online local media which she
mostly enjoys, but would always rather be biking, singing, eating or
searching for new adventures. Oh, and she is inspired by her
talented sister Kate who plays the roles of cat-sitter, editor,
comedian, human calendar and neighbor all equally well.

S: I dedicated an issue of my zine t o gender b~cause I find it to be
such a fascinating topic!

!

'

Kylie is a Nursing student at the University of Connecticut. It is
her goal to become a Doctor of Nurse Practice, and relocate to a
warmer climate. She speaks fluent Spanish, admires Tegan & Sara,
. is a pescatarian, and practices Yoga. She passes love and good
karma onto this Zine's zany, zealous writer, her sister Kate."
\

~

·M~r'gan Kerchner is a queer girl living in San Francisco who likes
to draw now and then.

Laurie is a grad student and therapist for older adults with severe
mental illness. In her free time she enjoys vegetarian cooking and is
a chocolate enthusiast."
Marie Selavy archives for a UN Entity known her friends as (Clap

by Kate Wadkins, http://katewadkins.com/

Clap) NGO. She is working on her graduate degree in library

Gender is a very dynamicissue. On the one hand, it's very

science, children's and YA services concentration, focus on

personal and affects people in the most intimate of ways. From our

LGBTQ outreach for teens and families. When not up to her ears

childhood to our education to our sexual encounters and bey ond,

in paperwork, she enjoys contra dancing, hiking in the vast wilds of

our lives are colored by gender and how our gender express ion

Staten Island, and working on a graphic novel. She loves internet

interacts with the world around us. At the same time, it's an

pen pals and can be reached at devilinpetticoats@gmail.com

academic concept. There's a whole body of literature theorizing
about gender.

Stephanie Basile is an Italian-American lady living in Brooklyn.
She works as a union organizer. She likes to bake apple bran

At the time I was working on that issue of Su.burban Blight, I yvas

muffins . made with toasted wheat germ .

taking women's and gender studies classes at Rutgers and lea r ning
about post-structuralism and various theories of gender. It was
interesting for me to have this lifetime of experiences of very
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personal gender issues and then take these classes. I found itto be
validat ing that I wasn't just some crazy or angry person but that
there is actually this whole body of work and this whole social
justice movement based exactly on how I was feeling. So I made
that issue of the zine because I'd been reading about gender and of
course had always experienced it, and I wanted to write about it
and also invite others to share their stories.
To answer your second question, I thir;-tk zines function to
disassemble essentialist notions of male and female in that zines
give people a voice. You don't have to have access to any kind of
privilege to make a zine, nor do you h~ve to be an academic or
intellectual. Anyone can make a zine on h'er/his own terms, and
·'
i
.
!
that really appeals to me as a vehicle fol! allowing people to
express themselves. By allowing thoseip;e ople who might not
.
.
I '
.
normally be a part of the power structure to be heard, it allows us
to deconstruct old ideas and .notions about gender and any other
topic.

~

Bios of the FRIENDS
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Dawn works with spreadsheets and powerpoints most of the da y,
but in her free time is training to become a doula. She is working
to launch a volunteer doula program, and hopes to go to UCSF t:o
study midwifery (eventually). She lives in Los Angeles but left he r
. heart in Brooklyn. She can be contacted at desoiseaux@gmail.com.
Elvis Bal<aitis lives in Brooklyn where they happily scribble
comics and play the accordion. They also enjoy researching such
topics as: queers in history, 19th century oddities, and the homo ~
undercurrents of the suffragette movement.
http://elvis007.wordpress.com
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K: You attended and graduated from Douglass College [of
Rutgers University]. Can you pleis~ explain a little about
what happened at Douglass regat7ding the decision to
discontinue it as an indepen;dent ~bmen's college? Do you
'
Ii
II '
feel that this will help
or hinder
future students? How was
•
!
your feminist identity impacted (if at all] by attending a
women's college?
, i
j· ·
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S: Rutgers University used to ' have smaller colleges with in the
1
larger university. D,ouglass Coll ~ge wa s the women's college. We
had our own campus, own admlnistraiion, and own student groups
and activities , but could take cl~dses ai any of the colleges
and could participate in unive~si~Y-widb events and activities. It was
i

l

\
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Kate is a college reference librarian. She likes writing for library
journals, feminist/ge,nder zines, brunch, and playing bass. She lives
in New York City and can be reached at
myfeministfriends@gmail.com.

Kate Wadkins is a Brooklyn-based artist and writer who recently
graduated from Sarah Lawrence College with a Master's in
women's history. She co-edited International Girl Gang Underground,
a compilation zine, and has written for Hyperallergic, Maximum
Rocknro/1, and Sadie Magazine, among others. Kate is the gallery
manager of Storefront in Bushwick, and has proudly interned fo r
Le Tigre. Of late, she curates Brain Waves, Storefront's new zine
and print collection, and is a research and production consultant
for The Punk Singer, a documentary film about Kathleen Hanna.
Kate is a founding member of For the Birds Collective as well as a
classic virgo, coffee enthus iast, bass player, and rabble rouser.
Kelly is an artist/designer living in Brooklyn. She likes to drum,
bike, drink coffee, and make lists.
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problems) is that it's filled with "manarchists" who don't recognize

great to have the benefits of both a small col ege and la rge

their own privilege. By combining anarchism with feminism, anti-

university all at the same time!

racism, queer activism, eco-justice, crip rights, we can hopefully
create a truly anti-hiearchical movement.And we can see how

During the 2005 -06 school year, my senior year, they decided to

different oppressions are linked, and work together with, instead of
against, each other.

do away with the small colleges and merge them all into Rutgers
University. Thus, Douglass was in danger of being done away with.
This meant no more all-female student government and college-

Finally, I like anarchism because it is about happiness. Whether
Emma Goldman ever really said that she wouldn't be part of the
revolution if she couldn't dance, that spirit is still part of so much
anarchist activism . Instead of being very serious and very upset a'hd
working for a revolution way off in the future, anarchists try to live
the revolution every day. If our goal is to create a world where
everyone can be happy, the best way to do that is to figure out
ways to incorporate happiness into our own work.

K:You'll be teaching college classes this fall [ed. note: since
this question was asked Stina has just completed her
second semester of teaching]. During your preparation
have you come across any theorists whose work you would
particularly recommend to other educators?
S: There are so many amazing theorists out there. I'll mention a
few of the ones I use in my lntro to Women's and Gender Studies
course: Audre Lorde, Chandra Mohanty, Kate Bornstein, Emma
Goldman, Cynthia Enloe, Lila Abu-Lughod, Arundhati Roy, An~ela
Davis. Right now I'm reading INCITE's anthology Color of Violence.
The book is a broad look at violence against women of color,
including state violence, poverty ... It's an amazing resource for
anyone teaching feminist issues.

specific activities because we'd all just be one university.
Douglass College fought this because they wanted to preserve
Douglass as one of the few remaining all-women's public colleges
in this country. With the ir fight to preserve Douglass, a lot of antiwoman rhetoric emerged. The higher ups started talking about
how there is no longer a need for .women's colleges because ·
women have equality now. At one point, a bunch of right-wing
students did a banner drop on one of the Douglass buildings with a
banner that read "Get back in the kitchen." So it was very
disappointing to see that backlash happen.
In the end, the proposal went through to dissolve all the smaller
colleges into one larger university, and mine was the last
graduating class of Douglass. It is now called Douglass Residential
College and still maintains women-only housing, but beyond that
has been merged into the university.

K: Since I've known you you've done all sorts of important
work in labor union organizing. Do you see a strong
feminist presence in the labor movement? Have you ever
had to work through any behavior/actions you perceived
as anti-feminist?
S: Unfortunately, in my limited experience in the labor movement,
I have not seen a strong feminist presence. It's something I've

?, \
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struggled with. When I first moved to NYC in 2006and became
active in the IWW [Industrial Workers of the World] and in labor
in general, it was a change for me because it was a male-dominated
space. In college I was mainly involved in feminist and queer
campus activities, and was used to being surrounded by people
who had an understanding of gender and sexism.
In the labor movement, that basic understanding is lacking and I've
found myself having to explain a lot to my male fellow workers.
And yes, there have been instances in which I've had to work
through behavior and actions that I perceive to be anti-feminist. It's
difficult because it becomes very frustrating and at points I've
found myself asking the question, "Why am I involved with' this
group of people who don't understand sexism?"
it comes
down to is that
our society is sexist and so
For me, what
•
I
.
the people who are born and raised in our society are sexist too.
I
So that means that most of the men in the movement will be sexist
and feminists need to deal with that and engage with it. It can be
tempting to disengage and separate ourselves. Sometimes I'd love
to run away and join a feminist commune! But ultimately I believe
that many of the m en in the labor movement do have a desire to
work on their ~ I I
r
! ·
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sexism, so even' though they're .·n ot where I'd like them to be, I try
j.
to meet them where they are and bring them just a little bit closer
to where I'd lik~ t~em: to be. It'~ an ongoing process.
.
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K: How would you define "anarcho-syndicalism"? What [if
any] specific asp~c~s of this ;bra~ch of anarchism do you
1
feel directly r~la~es to your ;conception of feminism?
;'·
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Anarchist legend Emma Goldman made a very similar claim in
arguing against suffrage for women: it's not that women are inferior
to men, it's· that we're just the same, and having privileged women
vete like their privileged husbands isn't going to change anything_
And, indeed, this is exactly what happened. So Goldman argued for
looking at what the least privileged women need, and work on
filling those needs. From that perspective, shortening the work d ay
is a more pressing issue than equality at the voting booth. It's about
Anna J. Cooper's claim that "When and where I enter, the whole
race enters with me," about any kind of systemic change has to
center on those who are worse off.
Today, we see this in the work of the Sylvia Rivera Law Project and
the writings of its co-founder Dean Spade: a queer politics that
focuses on poor transpeople of color will be much better at
addressing the real problems, than an HRC model where it's about
making white, wealthy, monogamous gay men equal to white,
wealthy, monogamous straight men.
So where does anarchism enter into this? I believe that so many of
the problems we face, from gay bashing to global warming, are
firmly situated within the complex of government and business.
Government is not "by the people, for the people" - it's for a rich
minority with substantial business interests. Politely asking the
government to regulate problems or businesses to monitor
themselves isn't going to work.AII we end up with is hate crime
laws which throws even more people in prison, cap-and-trade
measures that legitimate the idea that the environment can be
bought, and corporate philanthropy programs that donate a cent
or two of every dollar we spend on bottled water.Anarchism looks
at all that and says "wait, something's wrong, let's dig deeper."

I
The problem with the anarchist [movement] (or one of the

Cl'
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rest of the "gayborhood" of middle Tennessee uses time, and I'm

S: I define anarcho-syndicalism as a society based on bottom-u p

trying to figure out what that is. I'm interested in the connection
between space and time, about how daily and yearly rhythms are

decision-making .and free association . This

so materially grounded in rural areas. And I'm curious about how
this relates to capitalism and landownership.

workplaces , community members make decisions about their
communities, and so on . Using the workplace as the example, each

.
"&\1 ~"'-'-'\
My research at -mostly consists of poking around in the garden,

workplace is operated by a worker-run collective in which every

me~ns that people h ave

power over their own livei. Workers make decisions about the ir

a•

cooking and eating with people, talking and asking questions,
listening, visiting other queer families in the area ... I have a lot of
doubts about the possibilities for doing feminist research, for not

worker has a voice.

inflicting epistemic violence on people. The best I've come up with

The workplace collective is free to associate with' other workplace
collectives to form larger associations organized around industry,
region, or other useful means of organization. Delegates from each

is to let people tell the stories they want to tell and trusting them,
and to be an active part of the community. So, for example, I'm
helping organize a camp for trans and queer youth .
as a way
of giving back and sharing the resources I have because of my
location in the academy.

collective are elected on a rotating basis to represent each
workplace in these larger associations. Delegates are recallable at
any time and only do this work on a part-time basis so that they
are still at the workplace part-time. This is the basic idea that I
think most anarcho-syndicalists would agree with.

K: You are one of the first people who taught me about
anarcha-feminism and its radical possibilities for liberation,
and I will always be grateful for that. How can anarchist
and feminist identities work together to break the chains .
of economic, social, etc. oppression?

In addition to this end goal, anarcho-syndicalism is a process by
which we work towards this society within our current

1•

movements. The idea behind the IWW is that we run our union
the way we want to eventually run our lives, so that, as the saying
goes, we "create a new wodd in the shell of the old."

S: My answer to your first question, about prison abolition and
feminism, can serve as a partial answer to this question, too.
Anarchism is about breaking down all hierarchies, and I think
feminism should be the same.ln Feminist Theory: From Margin to

Center, bell hooks rejects the claim that feminism is simply about
women being equal to men, because what men are we supposed to
be equal to? Should white, straight, upper-class women be equal to
white, straight, upper-class men? How does that challenge the
power, d,i~er~':!iials in our society?
•
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K: I am really excited about the worl< you are doing on
rural queer land movements. Can you please explain a
1
little about your research, including your time spent at B v<:. k'i j
-_[queer rural community in middle Tennessee] and
why it is important for queer/feminist r~~~.il.r~rs to focus
on rural as well as urban communities?
.S:To start with an easy answer to the question of why research on
rLJral queers is important: there are many, many queers living in
rural areas, and the research on queer populations doesn't reflect
their reality. For example, today, over 25 years after the initial
outbreak of~~ idemic, there is still almost no research on ru r al
migration patterns among gay men with HIV/AIDS.

Photo courtesy ofKylie
!'m not sure if this specific branch of anarchism relates to feminism
any more or less than the concept of anarchism in general. The
way I first became interested in anarchism was through feminism,
so it was very much from this viewpoint that there should not be a
hierarchy based on gender and that it follows that there should not
be a hierarchy in any area of life: family, friendship, romantic
'
'
I
relationship, politi~s. the workplace, etc.
I

Jeli~ve wo~en

K: How do you
i:n radical communities and
movements can !bekt comb~t sexism and/or anti-feminist
sentiments displ~yed by comrades in ~;truggle?

I'~

~ut.

S: This is somethink
still figJing
I've found the caucus
:
I
structure to be useful in larger broad-based movements. So if .
you're in the labor l\ mdvement, it can be powerful for a woman,
I
~
I
queer person, or person of color to have a smaller group of other
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Now, the little research that does exist (and this is something I see
in my own fieldwork, too) indicates that gay men diagnosed with
HIV/AIDS quite often choose to leave cities for the countryside or
small towns. They do so because of family ties, access to health care,
or a desire for a calmer life. If we could understand these migration
patterns, we would have a better basis for creating healthcare
policies that are attentive to this population.
On a more theoretical level -and this is where my research
interests lie - a focus on the rural can open up ways of thinking
that have been foreclosed on urban-focused queer studies. In
recent years, there has been a growing interest in queer
conceptualizations of time. I find this work really fascinating, but it's
usually focused on being out late at night partying. If you live in a
hollow over an hour from the nearest city, and you nee_d a flashl ight
to get anywhere after dusk, all-night clubbing is probably not going
to be a central focus of you social life.

.
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Yet, I think there is something quite queer about how . . . and t:he
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people who identify the way they do. Furtherm,ore, privileged
groups can form caucuses to work on undoing their privilege.
'

Right now in the IWW there's been talk about forming a men's
caucus. I think this can be useful because it holds the men
accountable to each other and gives them a vehicle to work on
their own sexism, plus it moves us away from the old problem of
expecting women to do all the work educating men on sexism. I
think if a men's caucus educated themselves ahd held
consciousness-raising sessions on their own experiences with
gender and sexism, it could be a very powerful experience fo r
them.

I tool< this in Copenhagen, Den marl<·

These are, to me, intriguing projects that carry much more
possibility for thinking differently about the world than a narrow
"women and ..." (... and work, violence, race, fashion) concept of
women's studies does.
Judith Butler wrote in Gender Trouble, twenty years ago, that
feminism, in order to succeed, has to let go of"Woman" as a
subject, because by holding on to the idea ofWoman, feminism is
implicated in the constant construction of a gender hierarchy. It
seems to me as though women/gender/sexuality studies is finally
daring to let go a little, and this carries with it great potential. At
the same time, gendered oppression is real, it's there, and we can't

Also, it is important to have policies and procedures in place to
deal with harassment and other forms of oppression. From
experience I've found that there should be some kind of
"immediate relief' clause in these policies because after the ~erson
being harassed files a complaint against the offender, the process is
'
'
slow and in the interim the person still has to·face the offender at
actions, meetings, and events.
So it's very important to have some immediate way of dealing with
this harassment until the more formal process plays out. I cin't
stress enough, though, that a policy or procedure is ONE way of
combating harassment. The person who was harassed still has
every right to go above and beyond the formal channels made
available, such as having informal meetings with friends and seeking
alternative ways of dealing with the offender in addition to the
formal procedure.

forget about it.

J .-,
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Dawn
K: Haye you always l<nown that you were a feminist?
D: Definitely not. I was raised in a fairly "traditional" household
and I don't really know what I thought a feminist was. I was raised
in Catholic home where there were very clear gender roles. But I
was also taught that I could do or be anything I wanted .

1<: You are presently worl<ing toward a PhD in Women's &
Gender Studies.When I was in college my university
changed the Women's Studies major to Feminist, Gende r ,
and Sexuality Studies. There was a good deal of
controversy regarding the name change, if I remember
correctly. What are your feelings on the evolution of such
name changes?-

!

I realized I was a feminist when I was about 14 years old . I started
to listen to Ani DiFranco, Sleater Kinney, Bikini Kill, Tori Amos.
And I started to read everything I could get my hands on. I was a
huge fan of Emily Dickinson and Sylvia Plath and those sorts of 'bad'
women -and then I found Ms. Magazine. That was definitely one
of the keys to my future as a feminist. I used to cut algebra class
and sit in the library at my high school, devouring back copies of
that magazine.
When George W. Bush was elected in 2000 was when I feel like I
really 'came out' as a ffminist. Having such an anti-feminist in
charge of my country '(/as the catalyst I needed to start writing and
making noise. I read a 'ot of Emma Goldman that year!

aft~r

K: In 20\08,
telrs Jf livihg in NYC, you decided to up
.:
I ~
I
J
'
• •
and moye to LA. :Have you ~ver found your femtmsm
challenged or .at bd~s with LA society?

I

I I I
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D: Yes, there are aspects of the LA culture that have been a
challenge' for me. B6d~ imake and focid politics, for example. Some
circles in LA put m6re !impbrtante on appearance than I was used
to. It is ~ore of a '~oo~ fo6d//b~d food' culture (i.e.- "I can't eat
1
1
I
.
very d.1'fferent from t h e b o d y Iovmg
t I1at- .It h!as car bs ") i w hi .1c h yvas
j

•

1

I
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S: My undergrad institution (Smith College) went through the same
process when I was in college -from Women's Studies to the
Study ofWomen and Gender. Those who graduated our year got
to decide which of these our diplomas would state as our major,
and I decided on Women's Studies.
My feelings on these name changes are complicated. On the one
hand, I strongly believe that we need to remember that women's
studies grew out of~ political movement, that it was women's
liberation activists who fought for a space in the academy, and one
way to remember tf1is is to keep "women" in the name of our
programs and departments.
It is my experience that women's/gender/sexuality studies,
especially at the ph.d. level, are forgetting about our movement
roots and the importance of political struggle. On the other hand,
there's a move away from essentialist notions of "Woman" within
the field that I find liberating and inspiring. We often joke in our
program that none of us are studying women: we're studying
hope and zombies, gendered genealogies of racialization, the anticapitalist possibilities of landownership, habits and habitats,
narrative story-telling and sense making ...

'

foodie women I had surrounded myself with in Brooklyn. I don't
I
I j
!
!
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violence teaches Black and poor people (and especially poor Black
people) to stay in place and not demand any rights.

'

think that kind of coll e ctive (n egative) consciousness about fo od
I!
' I
was present .111 NY •
.!
!

I
I

Many feminists believe that the way to end violence against women
is to punish men. Feminist work around domestic violence has

On the other hand, Los Angeles is a big, diverse city. I've met a lot
of really great role models here. Scientists, producers, writers -

been so important, and we should respect and honor it, but we

women thriving in traditionally male industries. And the CSA I

need to think about what methods to use and who they benefit .

belong to is run almost entirely by strong, body- positive wo m en .
There are many universities and colleges in and around the cit y,
which definitely attract smart, motivated women from all ove r t he
world. So while there are challenges to feminism in LA, there' s
support as well.

For example, mandatory arrest policies for abusers has perhaps
decreased domestic violence in white communities, but it has
actually increased domestic violence in Black communities.
The theory is that Black people, because of the extreme police
violence their communities face, are already reluctant to call the
police, and if they know that somebody is going to get arrested,
throwing yet another Black man in jail (Black men 1n the US are
more likely to go to jail than to college), they are even less likely to
call on the police for help. Thus, the stricter the laws, the more
domestic violence is hidden.

K: You are a research associate at a market research firm,
and often work on health-related issues. How much of the
research out there is conducted from a feminist
standpoint?

In addition, mandatory arrest laws have not decreased the number

D: I have done some great policyresearch (for non
profits/government)- studies to find out why women aren't getting
screened for cancer, for example. My favorite (and in many ways

of women killed by their male partners in any community; however,

'most feminist') research was a project that illustrated the

it has lessened the number of women who kill their abusive

challenges facing women with HIV. The study revealed how

partners, and led to increasing arrests of abused women who have
used violence in self-defense. (I don't know what the situation is in
"same-sex" relationships, as there is much less research available.)

stigmatized these wome n are, and how current campaigns and
policies do nothing to help them.
i

In my more corporate work, women are of interest to compan ies

., c_-·
~ :')

As I see it, prisons and policing will always hit hardest against those
at the bottom. Feminism should be about creating a more just and

only if money can be made. I have worked on research for a
medication to increase women's sex drive. That was probably in

equal society for everyone, not just privileged women. This requires

some ways the least feminist research I've done. The company

looking critically at all the systems of oppression in society,

behind the drug, and the women I interviewed, all thought the pill.

including prisons.

was brilliant and potentially life changing. I sa~ it as the
medicalization of a psychosocial issue.

l LLI'

These women don't need a drug. They aren't sick. They're
working mothers with three kids and a husband who is watching
football. They're driving to Costco after work but before the
soccer game. They need a babysitter, a more attentive partner, a
glass of wine, and ~ vibratdr. But these women would all beg to
differ- they thought this company and its product held the secret
to their liberation and .sexual happiness. So it definitely became a
I
complex issue for me as a feminist.
Professionally, I hope to move on in the near future. My passion is
women's health, and I look forward to going back to school, and
then working in public health - hopefully revolutionizing
reproductive services and maternity care. Stay tuned!

K: As a fan of the Riot Grrrl Movement, have you
witnessed much of a continuation of that movement into
the 2000s? What musicians today (if any) do you believe
are perpetuating ideas related to Riot Grrrl and how?

!
!

iI

I
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1<: What particular strains of feminism (e.g. radical
feminism, transfeminism, Third Wave feminism, Marxist
feminism, etc) have most impacted your life and how?
M: Third wave all the way! Sex positivity, queer inclusion, genderrole-fuckery and criticism of pop culture are all my bag. I cut my
teeth on BUST and learned about my sexuality from zines and selfpublished comics. Moving forward, we need to stop being dicks
about people of color and trans folk, not to mention people
OUTSIDE North America, but I think the third wave's got a good
thing going. I'll always be indebted to the brave women who made
it possible for my white cis girl femme-presenting middle class self
to go to college and vote and hold down an awesome job, but
everybody should have that privilege--and I'm counting on our
generation to make great leaps forward to achieving that goal.

Stina
K: ·Over the years you have been involved in various ant:iprison projects. How do you believe the abolition of
prisons would result in positive social change? Do these
beliefs tie into your feminism? If so, how?
S: Prison abolition and feminism are certainly connected for me.
They are both about changing the power structures that oppress
people based on various categories of difference, be they gender,
race, class ... That oppression looks very different for different
people, but it's still based in a patriarchal, capitalist
(neo)colonialism. Prisons and patriarchy are both about scaring
people into behaving: rape and other violence teaches women t o
be scared to be outside late at night; imprisonment and police

\
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It's a book of writings by girl surfers, gang girls, teen moms, queers
(!!!), and lots of other groups too. The chapter on Riot Grrl totally
opened my eyes to this subculture where girls could have fun and
still kick ass and heal each other from the traumas of our youth-too bad I caught it on the tail end of its existence!
Seal Press has made a lot of mistakes over the years, but I am still
indebted to them for their accessible anthologies of feminist
writings on my points of interest--my favorites are Body Outlaws,
It's So You, She's Such a Geek, and Colonize This!
The Teenage Liberation Handbook isn't an explicitly feminist tex:t,
but educating oneself outside of our broken school system is a
necessity for any feminist's toolkit. Grace Llewellyn inspires me
every day to soak up knowledge and share it with the world.
I love writing fiction, and I have plans to write the first Happy
Dippy Lesbian Romance with Rainbows and Unicorns and Cotton
Candy and Glitter in. As much as young lesbians need stories that
reflect their reality, queering the Fluffy Romance Novel (a mainstay
in YA lit) needs to happen if we want our teens to feel included in
the teen lit canon.

K: How, during your life, have you handled anti-feminist
forces, whether it be through the media, schools, peers,
etc?
M: Usually with a nod and a smile--l'm not so good at defending
myself! Others are a different story--if you fuel< with my friends, I
will raise hell in the most succint, polite, and biting manner
possible.

Drawing by Morgan Kerchner

Although cocooning oneself can be counterproductive, having a
safe space to recharge and reignite yourself is important. I love
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D: I am a little ashamed' to admit I pretty much still listen to the
'old' Riot Grrl stuff. I love being a 'grown up' with a job and a

Many of the things which I am passionate about--riot grrl era
feminism, handicrafts, storytelling tradition and feminist spirituality-

home of my own and blasting the hell out of Pussy Whipped . I
intend to raise my children with a steady dose of Riot Grrl.

-are things I discovered in the library stacks. I want the same
opportunity for generations of feminists to come.

I

As for newer stuff- while the musical style is different, I've always
fo und the Gossip to be a band I can count on for furthering those
same ideas. Beth [Ditto] writes and sings about equality- for

K: You are very committed to pro-feminist and pro-queer
fiction for young adults. How did this material affect you
as a teenager? How does it affect you now?

women, queers, etc. And when you see them play live, you wind
up feeling like the ~o~t beautiful woman on earth, and infinitely
capable of whateve'r ydu put your mind to. And if that's not Riot
Grrl, I dunno what is.

K: How or where d~ you meet other feminists?
D: Organically, I guess. !Back home I went to a really liberal college
so I guess I met likeminded people through school. Out here it's
more of a crapshoot - .I make friends (at writing classes, yoga, CSA,
a bar) and sometimes they wind up being feminists.
I do believe there are people who don't realize they are feminists.
I do my best to explain to people that their beliefs actually do align
with feminism. I enjoy those conversations! I find people with
whom I share other intere's ts- vegetarianism, pedestrian
advocacy/public tr~nsii: GLBTQ rights, etc- are often feminists.
!
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K: What 'are 1-2 :of the forembst iss~es you believe
feminist~ need to chnc(mtrate on during this particular
;
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time per/od?
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D: In my mind, the most urgent issue facing us today is access to
1
1
adequate healthcar e f6tw~ men' a~d their families . Healthcare in
I

this country is pretty abysmal overall , but women are getting a
particula;rl~ poor d~a1. 1 Cos~. acc' es~ibility, and stigma are all huge
!

\ )

M: I live, breathe, eat and sleep children's and YA fiction! The first
book that really opened my eyes to YA-potential was Dealing with
Dragons, where a princess runs away from the drudgery of royal
life to become a dragon's librarian and cook. It has a totally
feminist sensibility, and it was the first YA book to open my eyes
to teen lit beyond Sweet Valley High . Now teen lit is going places
I'd never imagined it would--so amazing to see stories about
African punk green magicians, teenage drag queens from the
Florida swamps, South Asian kunstleromans set in the arts scene of
NYC, stories about girls who fight against the school system and
big business in creative ways--! can't get enough of it, and I can't
wait to expose a new generation of teens to its awesomeness

K: What feminist bool<s have most profoundly influenced
you over the years? Do you plan on writing one yourself
one day? If so, what would it be about?
M: Girl Power, by Hillary Carlip, was the book that opened the
door. I probably picked it up because of the chapters of sorority
girls and beauty queens (I used to think that popularity was a skill
you could aquire via rote memorization as opposed to <1 nebulous
and fragile quality gifted on those with racial, socioeconomic, and
appearance privilege, etc etc etc).
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Birth control is expensive, abor.tion is nea1·!y !mp?ssible to access
!
.
in some places. Teenagers don t know where to go fo1· STI testing
or the Pill without their parents finding oui There's virtually n o
public dialogue about women's health issues. We need to teach
women about their bodies, we need them to be able to talk to
theil· doctot·s privately, we need the government to *help* women
access affordable healthcare, rather than ac;t as another barrier.
I

.

•.

Secondly, the issue of t·epresentation -women in the media and
popular culture is a perv·asive issue facing u's today. The way
women are portrayed (in ever-ything from Cosmopolitan magazine .
to prime time television and blockbuster movies) promotes a fairly
negative set of stereotypes. According to the: ima.ges and sou. nd
bytes we are inundated with daily, we should be counting calories,
trying to snag a man, wearing the right shoes. We should be
tearing each other down because everyone knows that women are
catty and petty. We are either bitches and strong or sweet and
weak. We're mocked for being virgins, we're shamed for being
sluts.
'
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We all would benefit from seeing more strong females in popular
culture. There's a lack of nuanced characters and multidimensional
women who don't endorse ste1·eotypes. I'? i.nset~ a list of he1~e,
but I can't think of any. Which really proves 1my point, I guess~ '•.
1

The women in my life (and the world) are m'any different things.
They are simultaneously strong and vulnerable, they at·e
professionals and academics, they are stay-at-home moms, they
like sex and some of them go to chut·ch or temple, They bake and
build bikes and fix their own computers and ' make curtains. They
I
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are ball-breaking senior' vice presidents of their corporations; they
are shy seniors in college. They knit in the morning and play bass in
the band at night. They have had abortions . They have puppies and
boyfriends and girlfri ,ends and rosaries hanging from their rearview
mirrors. They are doctors.
They do their homework but don't want to write on the board.
They h~ve best friends 'they would die for. They have sleepovers
and sometimes like boLJrbon . They wear dresses and heels and
cargo shorts and hoodies. They laugh when it's not funny and
sometimes they cry: In their offi~~s. at a red light, in the locker
room at t~e gym. They work in labs. They are trans. They are
nursing and forced to pump in the bathroom stall. They are
t e1-rifie d. They are adventurous . They are everything all at once,
I
an d there is no simple set of rules defining who they are or how
t hey live.
·
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I think we need to see all that reflected back at us, so we know we

ar en 't alone .
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K: How does your fem inism influence you as a
librarian/~rchivist?
it play~ role in your decision to
apply to dbrary g~adult~ 'scho~l?.
,
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acti ons . Chasing a degree in LIS was sort of a leap of faith (I was
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The beauty of librarianship is that you can bring all of your skills
and interests to .the table and they will be needed and appreciated
in some way--from social justice activism, to communications anq.
information sharing theory, to how to engage a room full of three
year olds in a fun and respectfu l way! As a feminist, I consider it
my duty to the world to create safe and supportive and
empowering learning spaces in the community which are
accessable to all people.
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are ball-breaking senior' vice presidents of their corporations; they
are shy seniors in college. They knit in the morning and play bass in
the band at night. They have had abortions . They have puppies and
boyfriends and girlfri ,ends and rosaries hanging from their rearview
mirrors. They are doctors.
They do their homework but don't want to write on the board.
They h~ve best friends 'they would die for. They have sleepovers
and sometimes like boLJrbon . They wear dresses and heels and
cargo shorts and hoodies. They laugh when it's not funny and
sometimes they cry: In their offi~~s. at a red light, in the locker
room at t~e gym. They work in labs. They are trans. They are
nursing and forced to pump in the bathroom stall. They are
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The beauty of librarianship is that you can bring all of your skills
and interests to .the table and they will be needed and appreciated
in some way--from social justice activism, to communications anq.
information sharing theory, to how to engage a room full of three
year olds in a fun and respectfu l way! As a feminist, I consider it
my duty to the world to create safe and supportive and
empowering learning spaces in the community which are
accessable to all people.
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Birth control is expensive, abor.tion is nea1·!y !mp?ssible to access
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in some places. Teenagers don t know where to go fo1· STI testing
or the Pill without their parents finding oui There's virtually n o
public dialogue about women's health issues. We need to teach
women about their bodies, we need them to be able to talk to
theil· doctot·s privately, we need the government to *help* women
access affordable healthcare, rather than ac;t as another barrier.
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Secondly, the issue of t·epresentation -women in the media and
popular culture is a perv·asive issue facing u's today. The way
women are portrayed (in ever-ything from Cosmopolitan magazine .
to prime time television and blockbuster movies) promotes a fairly
negative set of stereotypes. According to the: ima.ges and sou. nd
bytes we are inundated with daily, we should be counting calories,
trying to snag a man, wearing the right shoes. We should be
tearing each other down because everyone knows that women are
catty and petty. We are either bitches and strong or sweet and
weak. We're mocked for being virgins, we're shamed for being
sluts.
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We all would benefit from seeing more strong females in popular
culture. There's a lack of nuanced characters and multidimensional
women who don't endorse ste1·eotypes. I'? i.nset~ a list of he1~e,
but I can't think of any. Which really proves 1my point, I guess~ '•.
1

The women in my life (and the world) are m'any different things.
They are simultaneously strong and vulnerable, they at·e
professionals and academics, they are stay-at-home moms, they
like sex and some of them go to chut·ch or temple, They bake and
build bikes and fix their own computers and ' make curtains. They
I
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D: I am a little ashamed' to admit I pretty much still listen to the
'old' Riot Grrl stuff. I love being a 'grown up' with a job and a

Many of the things which I am passionate about--riot grrl era
feminism, handicrafts, storytelling tradition and feminist spirituality-

home of my own and blasting the hell out of Pussy Whipped . I
intend to raise my children with a steady dose of Riot Grrl.

-are things I discovered in the library stacks. I want the same
opportunity for generations of feminists to come.

I

As for newer stuff- while the musical style is different, I've always
fo und the Gossip to be a band I can count on for furthering those
same ideas. Beth [Ditto] writes and sings about equality- for

K: You are very committed to pro-feminist and pro-queer
fiction for young adults. How did this material affect you
as a teenager? How does it affect you now?

women, queers, etc. And when you see them play live, you wind
up feeling like the ~o~t beautiful woman on earth, and infinitely
capable of whateve'r ydu put your mind to. And if that's not Riot
Grrl, I dunno what is.

K: How or where d~ you meet other feminists?
D: Organically, I guess. !Back home I went to a really liberal college
so I guess I met likeminded people through school. Out here it's
more of a crapshoot - .I make friends (at writing classes, yoga, CSA,
a bar) and sometimes they wind up being feminists.
I do believe there are people who don't realize they are feminists.
I do my best to explain to people that their beliefs actually do align
with feminism. I enjoy those conversations! I find people with
whom I share other intere's ts- vegetarianism, pedestrian
advocacy/public tr~nsii: GLBTQ rights, etc- are often feminists.
!
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K: What 'are 1-2 :of the forembst iss~es you believe
feminist~ need to chnc(mtrate on during this particular
;
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D: In my mind, the most urgent issue facing us today is access to
1
1
adequate healthcar e f6tw~ men' a~d their families . Healthcare in
I

this country is pretty abysmal overall , but women are getting a
particula;rl~ poor d~a1. 1 Cos~. acc' es~ibility, and stigma are all huge
!

\ )

M: I live, breathe, eat and sleep children's and YA fiction! The first
book that really opened my eyes to YA-potential was Dealing with
Dragons, where a princess runs away from the drudgery of royal
life to become a dragon's librarian and cook. It has a totally
feminist sensibility, and it was the first YA book to open my eyes
to teen lit beyond Sweet Valley High . Now teen lit is going places
I'd never imagined it would--so amazing to see stories about
African punk green magicians, teenage drag queens from the
Florida swamps, South Asian kunstleromans set in the arts scene of
NYC, stories about girls who fight against the school system and
big business in creative ways--! can't get enough of it, and I can't
wait to expose a new generation of teens to its awesomeness

K: What feminist bool<s have most profoundly influenced
you over the years? Do you plan on writing one yourself
one day? If so, what would it be about?
M: Girl Power, by Hillary Carlip, was the book that opened the
door. I probably picked it up because of the chapters of sorority
girls and beauty queens (I used to think that popularity was a skill
you could aquire via rote memorization as opposed to <1 nebulous
and fragile quality gifted on those with racial, socioeconomic, and
appearance privilege, etc etc etc).

(}· ~

It's a book of writings by girl surfers, gang girls, teen moms, queers
(!!!), and lots of other groups too. The chapter on Riot Grrl totally
opened my eyes to this subculture where girls could have fun and
still kick ass and heal each other from the traumas of our youth-too bad I caught it on the tail end of its existence!
Seal Press has made a lot of mistakes over the years, but I am still
indebted to them for their accessible anthologies of feminist
writings on my points of interest--my favorites are Body Outlaws,
It's So You, She's Such a Geek, and Colonize This!
The Teenage Liberation Handbook isn't an explicitly feminist tex:t,
but educating oneself outside of our broken school system is a
necessity for any feminist's toolkit. Grace Llewellyn inspires me
every day to soak up knowledge and share it with the world.
I love writing fiction, and I have plans to write the first Happy
Dippy Lesbian Romance with Rainbows and Unicorns and Cotton
Candy and Glitter in. As much as young lesbians need stories that
reflect their reality, queering the Fluffy Romance Novel (a mainstay
in YA lit) needs to happen if we want our teens to feel included in
the teen lit canon.

K: How, during your life, have you handled anti-feminist
forces, whether it be through the media, schools, peers,
etc?
M: Usually with a nod and a smile--l'm not so good at defending
myself! Others are a different story--if you fuel< with my friends, I
will raise hell in the most succint, polite, and biting manner
possible.

Drawing by Morgan Kerchner

Although cocooning oneself can be counterproductive, having a
safe space to recharge and reignite yourself is important. I love
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These women don't need a drug. They aren't sick. They're
working mothers with three kids and a husband who is watching
football. They're driving to Costco after work but before the
soccer game. They need a babysitter, a more attentive partner, a
glass of wine, and ~ vibratdr. But these women would all beg to
differ- they thought this company and its product held the secret
to their liberation and .sexual happiness. So it definitely became a
I
complex issue for me as a feminist.
Professionally, I hope to move on in the near future. My passion is
women's health, and I look forward to going back to school, and
then working in public health - hopefully revolutionizing
reproductive services and maternity care. Stay tuned!

K: As a fan of the Riot Grrrl Movement, have you
witnessed much of a continuation of that movement into
the 2000s? What musicians today (if any) do you believe
are perpetuating ideas related to Riot Grrrl and how?

!
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1<: What particular strains of feminism (e.g. radical
feminism, transfeminism, Third Wave feminism, Marxist
feminism, etc) have most impacted your life and how?
M: Third wave all the way! Sex positivity, queer inclusion, genderrole-fuckery and criticism of pop culture are all my bag. I cut my
teeth on BUST and learned about my sexuality from zines and selfpublished comics. Moving forward, we need to stop being dicks
about people of color and trans folk, not to mention people
OUTSIDE North America, but I think the third wave's got a good
thing going. I'll always be indebted to the brave women who made
it possible for my white cis girl femme-presenting middle class self
to go to college and vote and hold down an awesome job, but
everybody should have that privilege--and I'm counting on our
generation to make great leaps forward to achieving that goal.

Stina
K: ·Over the years you have been involved in various ant:iprison projects. How do you believe the abolition of
prisons would result in positive social change? Do these
beliefs tie into your feminism? If so, how?
S: Prison abolition and feminism are certainly connected for me.
They are both about changing the power structures that oppress
people based on various categories of difference, be they gender,
race, class ... That oppression looks very different for different
people, but it's still based in a patriarchal, capitalist
(neo)colonialism. Prisons and patriarchy are both about scaring
people into behaving: rape and other violence teaches women t o
be scared to be outside late at night; imprisonment and police
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violence teaches Black and poor people (and especially poor Black
people) to stay in place and not demand any rights.

'

think that kind of coll e ctive (n egative) consciousness about fo od
I!
' I
was present .111 NY •
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!

I
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Many feminists believe that the way to end violence against women
is to punish men. Feminist work around domestic violence has

On the other hand, Los Angeles is a big, diverse city. I've met a lot
of really great role models here. Scientists, producers, writers -

been so important, and we should respect and honor it, but we

women thriving in traditionally male industries. And the CSA I

need to think about what methods to use and who they benefit .

belong to is run almost entirely by strong, body- positive wo m en .
There are many universities and colleges in and around the cit y,
which definitely attract smart, motivated women from all ove r t he
world. So while there are challenges to feminism in LA, there' s
support as well.

For example, mandatory arrest policies for abusers has perhaps
decreased domestic violence in white communities, but it has
actually increased domestic violence in Black communities.
The theory is that Black people, because of the extreme police
violence their communities face, are already reluctant to call the
police, and if they know that somebody is going to get arrested,
throwing yet another Black man in jail (Black men 1n the US are
more likely to go to jail than to college), they are even less likely to
call on the police for help. Thus, the stricter the laws, the more
domestic violence is hidden.

K: You are a research associate at a market research firm,
and often work on health-related issues. How much of the
research out there is conducted from a feminist
standpoint?

In addition, mandatory arrest laws have not decreased the number

D: I have done some great policyresearch (for non
profits/government)- studies to find out why women aren't getting
screened for cancer, for example. My favorite (and in many ways

of women killed by their male partners in any community; however,

'most feminist') research was a project that illustrated the

it has lessened the number of women who kill their abusive

challenges facing women with HIV. The study revealed how

partners, and led to increasing arrests of abused women who have
used violence in self-defense. (I don't know what the situation is in
"same-sex" relationships, as there is much less research available.)

stigmatized these wome n are, and how current campaigns and
policies do nothing to help them.
i

In my more corporate work, women are of interest to compan ies

., c_-·
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As I see it, prisons and policing will always hit hardest against those
at the bottom. Feminism should be about creating a more just and

only if money can be made. I have worked on research for a
medication to increase women's sex drive. That was probably in

equal society for everyone, not just privileged women. This requires

some ways the least feminist research I've done. The company

looking critically at all the systems of oppression in society,

behind the drug, and the women I interviewed, all thought the pill.

including prisons.

was brilliant and potentially life changing. I sa~ it as the
medicalization of a psychosocial issue.

l LLI'

Dawn
K: Haye you always l<nown that you were a feminist?
D: Definitely not. I was raised in a fairly "traditional" household
and I don't really know what I thought a feminist was. I was raised
in Catholic home where there were very clear gender roles. But I
was also taught that I could do or be anything I wanted .

1<: You are presently worl<ing toward a PhD in Women's &
Gender Studies.When I was in college my university
changed the Women's Studies major to Feminist, Gende r ,
and Sexuality Studies. There was a good deal of
controversy regarding the name change, if I remember
correctly. What are your feelings on the evolution of such
name changes?-

!

I realized I was a feminist when I was about 14 years old . I started
to listen to Ani DiFranco, Sleater Kinney, Bikini Kill, Tori Amos.
And I started to read everything I could get my hands on. I was a
huge fan of Emily Dickinson and Sylvia Plath and those sorts of 'bad'
women -and then I found Ms. Magazine. That was definitely one
of the keys to my future as a feminist. I used to cut algebra class
and sit in the library at my high school, devouring back copies of
that magazine.
When George W. Bush was elected in 2000 was when I feel like I
really 'came out' as a ffminist. Having such an anti-feminist in
charge of my country '(/as the catalyst I needed to start writing and
making noise. I read a 'ot of Emma Goldman that year!

aft~r

K: In 20\08,
telrs Jf livihg in NYC, you decided to up
.:
I ~
I
J
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and moye to LA. :Have you ~ver found your femtmsm
challenged or .at bd~s with LA society?
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D: Yes, there are aspects of the LA culture that have been a
challenge' for me. B6d~ imake and focid politics, for example. Some
circles in LA put m6re !impbrtante on appearance than I was used
to. It is ~ore of a '~oo~ fo6d//b~d food' culture (i.e.- "I can't eat
1
1
I
.
very d.1'fferent from t h e b o d y Iovmg
t I1at- .It h!as car bs ") i w hi .1c h yvas
j
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S: My undergrad institution (Smith College) went through the same
process when I was in college -from Women's Studies to the
Study ofWomen and Gender. Those who graduated our year got
to decide which of these our diplomas would state as our major,
and I decided on Women's Studies.
My feelings on these name changes are complicated. On the one
hand, I strongly believe that we need to remember that women's
studies grew out of~ political movement, that it was women's
liberation activists who fought for a space in the academy, and one
way to remember tf1is is to keep "women" in the name of our
programs and departments.
It is my experience that women's/gender/sexuality studies,
especially at the ph.d. level, are forgetting about our movement
roots and the importance of political struggle. On the other hand,
there's a move away from essentialist notions of "Woman" within
the field that I find liberating and inspiring. We often joke in our
program that none of us are studying women: we're studying
hope and zombies, gendered genealogies of racialization, the anticapitalist possibilities of landownership, habits and habitats,
narrative story-telling and sense making ...

'

foodie women I had surrounded myself with in Brooklyn. I don't
I
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people who identify the way they do. Furtherm,ore, privileged
groups can form caucuses to work on undoing their privilege.
'

Right now in the IWW there's been talk about forming a men's
caucus. I think this can be useful because it holds the men
accountable to each other and gives them a vehicle to work on
their own sexism, plus it moves us away from the old problem of
expecting women to do all the work educating men on sexism. I
think if a men's caucus educated themselves ahd held
consciousness-raising sessions on their own experiences with
gender and sexism, it could be a very powerful experience fo r
them.

I tool< this in Copenhagen, Den marl<·

These are, to me, intriguing projects that carry much more
possibility for thinking differently about the world than a narrow
"women and ..." (... and work, violence, race, fashion) concept of
women's studies does.
Judith Butler wrote in Gender Trouble, twenty years ago, that
feminism, in order to succeed, has to let go of"Woman" as a
subject, because by holding on to the idea ofWoman, feminism is
implicated in the constant construction of a gender hierarchy. It
seems to me as though women/gender/sexuality studies is finally
daring to let go a little, and this carries with it great potential. At
the same time, gendered oppression is real, it's there, and we can't

Also, it is important to have policies and procedures in place to
deal with harassment and other forms of oppression. From
experience I've found that there should be some kind of
"immediate relief' clause in these policies because after the ~erson
being harassed files a complaint against the offender, the process is
'
'
slow and in the interim the person still has to·face the offender at
actions, meetings, and events.
So it's very important to have some immediate way of dealing with
this harassment until the more formal process plays out. I cin't
stress enough, though, that a policy or procedure is ONE way of
combating harassment. The person who was harassed still has
every right to go above and beyond the formal channels made
available, such as having informal meetings with friends and seeking
alternative ways of dealing with the offender in addition to the
formal procedure.

forget about it.
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K: I am really excited about the worl< you are doing on
rural queer land movements. Can you please explain a
1
little about your research, including your time spent at B v<:. k'i j
-_[queer rural community in middle Tennessee] and
why it is important for queer/feminist r~~~.il.r~rs to focus
on rural as well as urban communities?
.S:To start with an easy answer to the question of why research on
rLJral queers is important: there are many, many queers living in
rural areas, and the research on queer populations doesn't reflect
their reality. For example, today, over 25 years after the initial
outbreak of~~ idemic, there is still almost no research on ru r al
migration patterns among gay men with HIV/AIDS.

Photo courtesy ofKylie
!'m not sure if this specific branch of anarchism relates to feminism
any more or less than the concept of anarchism in general. The
way I first became interested in anarchism was through feminism,
so it was very much from this viewpoint that there should not be a
hierarchy based on gender and that it follows that there should not
be a hierarchy in any area of life: family, friendship, romantic
'
'
I
relationship, politi~s. the workplace, etc.
I

Jeli~ve wo~en

K: How do you
i:n radical communities and
movements can !bekt comb~t sexism and/or anti-feminist
sentiments displ~yed by comrades in ~;truggle?

I'~

~ut.

S: This is somethink
still figJing
I've found the caucus
:
I
structure to be useful in larger broad-based movements. So if .
you're in the labor l\ mdvement, it can be powerful for a woman,
I
~
I
queer person, or person of color to have a smaller group of other
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Now, the little research that does exist (and this is something I see
in my own fieldwork, too) indicates that gay men diagnosed with
HIV/AIDS quite often choose to leave cities for the countryside or
small towns. They do so because of family ties, access to health care,
or a desire for a calmer life. If we could understand these migration
patterns, we would have a better basis for creating healthcare
policies that are attentive to this population.
On a more theoretical level -and this is where my research
interests lie - a focus on the rural can open up ways of thinking
that have been foreclosed on urban-focused queer studies. In
recent years, there has been a growing interest in queer
conceptualizations of time. I find this work really fascinating, but it's
usually focused on being out late at night partying. If you live in a
hollow over an hour from the nearest city, and you nee_d a flashl ight
to get anywhere after dusk, all-night clubbing is probably not going
to be a central focus of you social life.

.
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Yet, I think there is something quite queer about how . . . and t:he

J.'j'

rest of the "gayborhood" of middle Tennessee uses time, and I'm

S: I define anarcho-syndicalism as a society based on bottom-u p

trying to figure out what that is. I'm interested in the connection
between space and time, about how daily and yearly rhythms are

decision-making .and free association . This

so materially grounded in rural areas. And I'm curious about how
this relates to capitalism and landownership.

workplaces , community members make decisions about their
communities, and so on . Using the workplace as the example, each

.
"&\1 ~"'-'-'\
My research at -mostly consists of poking around in the garden,

workplace is operated by a worker-run collective in which every

me~ns that people h ave

power over their own livei. Workers make decisions about the ir

a•

cooking and eating with people, talking and asking questions,
listening, visiting other queer families in the area ... I have a lot of
doubts about the possibilities for doing feminist research, for not

worker has a voice.

inflicting epistemic violence on people. The best I've come up with

The workplace collective is free to associate with' other workplace
collectives to form larger associations organized around industry,
region, or other useful means of organization. Delegates from each

is to let people tell the stories they want to tell and trusting them,
and to be an active part of the community. So, for example, I'm
helping organize a camp for trans and queer youth .
as a way
of giving back and sharing the resources I have because of my
location in the academy.

collective are elected on a rotating basis to represent each
workplace in these larger associations. Delegates are recallable at
any time and only do this work on a part-time basis so that they
are still at the workplace part-time. This is the basic idea that I
think most anarcho-syndicalists would agree with.

K: You are one of the first people who taught me about
anarcha-feminism and its radical possibilities for liberation,
and I will always be grateful for that. How can anarchist
and feminist identities work together to break the chains .
of economic, social, etc. oppression?

In addition to this end goal, anarcho-syndicalism is a process by
which we work towards this society within our current

1•

movements. The idea behind the IWW is that we run our union
the way we want to eventually run our lives, so that, as the saying
goes, we "create a new wodd in the shell of the old."

S: My answer to your first question, about prison abolition and
feminism, can serve as a partial answer to this question, too.
Anarchism is about breaking down all hierarchies, and I think
feminism should be the same.ln Feminist Theory: From Margin to

Center, bell hooks rejects the claim that feminism is simply about
women being equal to men, because what men are we supposed to
be equal to? Should white, straight, upper-class women be equal to
white, straight, upper-class men? How does that challenge the
power, d,i~er~':!iials in our society?
•
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struggled with. When I first moved to NYC in 2006and became
active in the IWW [Industrial Workers of the World] and in labor
in general, it was a change for me because it was a male-dominated
space. In college I was mainly involved in feminist and queer
campus activities, and was used to being surrounded by people
who had an understanding of gender and sexism.
In the labor movement, that basic understanding is lacking and I've
found myself having to explain a lot to my male fellow workers.
And yes, there have been instances in which I've had to work
through behavior and actions that I perceive to be anti-feminist. It's
difficult because it becomes very frustrating and at points I've
found myself asking the question, "Why am I involved with' this
group of people who don't understand sexism?"
it comes
down to is that
our society is sexist and so
For me, what
•
I
.
the people who are born and raised in our society are sexist too.
I
So that means that most of the men in the movement will be sexist
and feminists need to deal with that and engage with it. It can be
tempting to disengage and separate ourselves. Sometimes I'd love
to run away and join a feminist commune! But ultimately I believe
that many of the m en in the labor movement do have a desire to
work on their ~ I I
r
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sexism, so even' though they're .·n ot where I'd like them to be, I try
j.
to meet them where they are and bring them just a little bit closer
to where I'd lik~ t~em: to be. It'~ an ongoing process.
.
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K: How would you define "anarcho-syndicalism"? What [if
any] specific asp~c~s of this ;bra~ch of anarchism do you
1
feel directly r~la~es to your ;conception of feminism?
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Anarchist legend Emma Goldman made a very similar claim in
arguing against suffrage for women: it's not that women are inferior
to men, it's· that we're just the same, and having privileged women
vete like their privileged husbands isn't going to change anything_
And, indeed, this is exactly what happened. So Goldman argued for
looking at what the least privileged women need, and work on
filling those needs. From that perspective, shortening the work d ay
is a more pressing issue than equality at the voting booth. It's about
Anna J. Cooper's claim that "When and where I enter, the whole
race enters with me," about any kind of systemic change has to
center on those who are worse off.
Today, we see this in the work of the Sylvia Rivera Law Project and
the writings of its co-founder Dean Spade: a queer politics that
focuses on poor transpeople of color will be much better at
addressing the real problems, than an HRC model where it's about
making white, wealthy, monogamous gay men equal to white,
wealthy, monogamous straight men.
So where does anarchism enter into this? I believe that so many of
the problems we face, from gay bashing to global warming, are
firmly situated within the complex of government and business.
Government is not "by the people, for the people" - it's for a rich
minority with substantial business interests. Politely asking the
government to regulate problems or businesses to monitor
themselves isn't going to work.AII we end up with is hate crime
laws which throws even more people in prison, cap-and-trade
measures that legitimate the idea that the environment can be
bought, and corporate philanthropy programs that donate a cent
or two of every dollar we spend on bottled water.Anarchism looks
at all that and says "wait, something's wrong, let's dig deeper."

I
The problem with the anarchist [movement] (or one of the
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problems) is that it's filled with "manarchists" who don't recognize

great to have the benefits of both a small col ege and la rge

their own privilege. By combining anarchism with feminism, anti-

university all at the same time!

racism, queer activism, eco-justice, crip rights, we can hopefully
create a truly anti-hiearchical movement.And we can see how

During the 2005 -06 school year, my senior year, they decided to

different oppressions are linked, and work together with, instead of
against, each other.

do away with the small colleges and merge them all into Rutgers
University. Thus, Douglass was in danger of being done away with.
This meant no more all-female student government and college-

Finally, I like anarchism because it is about happiness. Whether
Emma Goldman ever really said that she wouldn't be part of the
revolution if she couldn't dance, that spirit is still part of so much
anarchist activism . Instead of being very serious and very upset a'hd
working for a revolution way off in the future, anarchists try to live
the revolution every day. If our goal is to create a world where
everyone can be happy, the best way to do that is to figure out
ways to incorporate happiness into our own work.

K:You'll be teaching college classes this fall [ed. note: since
this question was asked Stina has just completed her
second semester of teaching]. During your preparation
have you come across any theorists whose work you would
particularly recommend to other educators?
S: There are so many amazing theorists out there. I'll mention a
few of the ones I use in my lntro to Women's and Gender Studies
course: Audre Lorde, Chandra Mohanty, Kate Bornstein, Emma
Goldman, Cynthia Enloe, Lila Abu-Lughod, Arundhati Roy, An~ela
Davis. Right now I'm reading INCITE's anthology Color of Violence.
The book is a broad look at violence against women of color,
including state violence, poverty ... It's an amazing resource for
anyone teaching feminist issues.

specific activities because we'd all just be one university.
Douglass College fought this because they wanted to preserve
Douglass as one of the few remaining all-women's public colleges
in this country. With the ir fight to preserve Douglass, a lot of antiwoman rhetoric emerged. The higher ups started talking about
how there is no longer a need for .women's colleges because ·
women have equality now. At one point, a bunch of right-wing
students did a banner drop on one of the Douglass buildings with a
banner that read "Get back in the kitchen." So it was very
disappointing to see that backlash happen.
In the end, the proposal went through to dissolve all the smaller
colleges into one larger university, and mine was the last
graduating class of Douglass. It is now called Douglass Residential
College and still maintains women-only housing, but beyond that
has been merged into the university.

K: Since I've known you you've done all sorts of important
work in labor union organizing. Do you see a strong
feminist presence in the labor movement? Have you ever
had to work through any behavior/actions you perceived
as anti-feminist?
S: Unfortunately, in my limited experience in the labor movement,
I have not seen a strong feminist presence. It's something I've
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personal gender issues and then take these classes. I found itto be
validat ing that I wasn't just some crazy or angry person but that
there is actually this whole body of work and this whole social
justice movement based exactly on how I was feeling. So I made
that issue of the zine because I'd been reading about gender and of
course had always experienced it, and I wanted to write about it
and also invite others to share their stories.
To answer your second question, I thir;-tk zines function to
disassemble essentialist notions of male and female in that zines
give people a voice. You don't have to have access to any kind of
privilege to make a zine, nor do you h~ve to be an academic or
intellectual. Anyone can make a zine on h'er/his own terms, and
·'
i
.
!
that really appeals to me as a vehicle fol! allowing people to
express themselves. By allowing thoseip;e ople who might not
.
.
I '
.
normally be a part of the power structure to be heard, it allows us
to deconstruct old ideas and .notions about gender and any other
topic.

~

Bios of the FRIENDS
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Dawn works with spreadsheets and powerpoints most of the da y,
but in her free time is training to become a doula. She is working
to launch a volunteer doula program, and hopes to go to UCSF t:o
study midwifery (eventually). She lives in Los Angeles but left he r
. heart in Brooklyn. She can be contacted at desoiseaux@gmail.com.
Elvis Bal<aitis lives in Brooklyn where they happily scribble
comics and play the accordion. They also enjoy researching such
topics as: queers in history, 19th century oddities, and the homo ~
undercurrents of the suffragette movement.
http://elvis007.wordpress.com

+
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K: You attended and graduated from Douglass College [of
Rutgers University]. Can you pleis~ explain a little about
what happened at Douglass regat7ding the decision to
discontinue it as an indepen;dent ~bmen's college? Do you
'
Ii
II '
feel that this will help
or hinder
future students? How was
•
!
your feminist identity impacted (if at all] by attending a
women's college?
, i
j· ·
I

f
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,
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S: Rutgers University used to ' have smaller colleges with in the
1
larger university. D,ouglass Coll ~ge wa s the women's college. We
had our own campus, own admlnistraiion, and own student groups
and activities , but could take cl~dses ai any of the colleges
and could participate in unive~si~Y-widb events and activities. It was
i

l

\

i

Kate is a college reference librarian. She likes writing for library
journals, feminist/ge,nder zines, brunch, and playing bass. She lives
in New York City and can be reached at
myfeministfriends@gmail.com.

Kate Wadkins is a Brooklyn-based artist and writer who recently
graduated from Sarah Lawrence College with a Master's in
women's history. She co-edited International Girl Gang Underground,
a compilation zine, and has written for Hyperallergic, Maximum
Rocknro/1, and Sadie Magazine, among others. Kate is the gallery
manager of Storefront in Bushwick, and has proudly interned fo r
Le Tigre. Of late, she curates Brain Waves, Storefront's new zine
and print collection, and is a research and production consultant
for The Punk Singer, a documentary film about Kathleen Hanna.
Kate is a founding member of For the Birds Collective as well as a
classic virgo, coffee enthus iast, bass player, and rabble rouser.
Kelly is an artist/designer living in Brooklyn. She likes to drum,
bike, drink coffee, and make lists.

\
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Kerri lives in Brooklyn with her charming boyfriend and their'two
-cats. By day she deals in the world of online local media which she
mostly enjoys, but would always rather be biking, singing, eating or
searching for new adventures. Oh, and she is inspired by her
talented sister Kate who plays the roles of cat-sitter, editor,
comedian, human calendar and neighbor all equally well.

S: I dedicated an issue of my zine t o gender b~cause I find it to be
such a fascinating topic!

!

'

Kylie is a Nursing student at the University of Connecticut. It is
her goal to become a Doctor of Nurse Practice, and relocate to a
warmer climate. She speaks fluent Spanish, admires Tegan & Sara,
. is a pescatarian, and practices Yoga. She passes love and good
karma onto this Zine's zany, zealous writer, her sister Kate."
\

~

·M~r'gan Kerchner is a queer girl living in San Francisco who likes
to draw now and then.

Laurie is a grad student and therapist for older adults with severe
mental illness. In her free time she enjoys vegetarian cooking and is
a chocolate enthusiast."
Marie Selavy archives for a UN Entity known her friends as (Clap

by Kate Wadkins, http://katewadkins.com/

Clap) NGO. She is working on her graduate degree in library

Gender is a very dynamicissue. On the one hand, it's very

science, children's and YA services concentration, focus on

personal and affects people in the most intimate of ways. From our

LGBTQ outreach for teens and families. When not up to her ears

childhood to our education to our sexual encounters and bey ond,

in paperwork, she enjoys contra dancing, hiking in the vast wilds of

our lives are colored by gender and how our gender express ion

Staten Island, and working on a graphic novel. She loves internet

interacts with the world around us. At the same time, it's an

pen pals and can be reached at devilinpetticoats@gmail.com

academic concept. There's a whole body of literature theorizing
about gender.

Stephanie Basile is an Italian-American lady living in Brooklyn.
She works as a union organizer. She likes to bake apple bran

At the time I was working on that issue of Su.burban Blight, I yvas

muffins . made with toasted wheat germ .

taking women's and gender studies classes at Rutgers and lea r ning
about post-structuralism and various theories of gender. It was
interesting for me to have this lifetime of experiences of very

~3
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Feminism has taught me to be a better ally to oppressed groups

Stina is a ph.d. candidate in

I

K: As a former DC resident and current NYC resident,
have you noticed any different trends in feminist activism
between these two geographic locations?
I

.

:

womer~'s

and gender studies at
Rutgers Univer-sity, whe r-e she is working on a dissertation pro ject
'

;md realize how my own struggles are inter-twined with other-s'.

iI

jl

•

about queer landownership, c'ornm~~ity building, and life in the
I

I

fault lines of capitalism. Somewhat r:elated to this project, she is
also the caretaker- of a never-growi~g brood of kombucha bab ies.
I

Outside of school, Stina co-faci litates a r-adical educators' group
I

..

L: I felt like activism if) DC was much more self-conscious about

and helps organize gender--free contra darKes. She can be reac hed

racial dynamics within organizations, and I saw a lot more ethn ic
minorities in powerfu l positions . Here in NYC, I see a lot more

at stinas@eden.rutgers.edu. :

I ·

'

; ,

.

I !

'
; i

women in powerful positions. I' m not sure why things are different
in the two cities, or if my obser-vations are be due to chance, but
that's what comes to m ind.

K: !f you could offer words of wisdom to feminists going
through tough times, either politically or socially, what
would you say?
I

L: Try to stay strong and keep your chin up. When you're
surrounded by people· and institutions that don't support you
and/or your views, that is when it's hardest to stick to them.

Stephanie
K: I met you in ea~ly 2007 at Bluestockings and we
connected over yr ':z:ine, Suburban Bfigh't. I read SB
I'
.
voraciously and was particularly amazed by the gender
issue (which is now cataloged in the ABC Nio Rio zine
library!) What in particular inspired you to create an issue
focusing on gender? How can zines function to
disassemble essentialist 'notions of male/female?

'·
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understanding, they will make better decisions for themselves and
improve their lives . I want to practice feminist psychotherapy.
I am also doing psychological research on gender, sexua lity, race
and ethnicity to try

tb

expand what we know about marginalized

populations so that they can receive the best psychological and

/

medical care possible. My research also explores the psychology

'VeM-

behind privilege, and figuring out what makes people in privileged
positions internalize social justice values.

'\~\S~\'
. n .._
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K: How does your feminism tie into other types of
activism you've participated in over the years?

L: Before I came

.

to

the feminist movement, I was involved in

animal rights and environmental activism. Coming to feminism h as
enhanced my activism in three ways:
I) I realized that environmentalism and animal rights are both
feminist issues. Exploring that has deepened and broadened my
understanding of those movements.
2) Feminism has helped me identify oppressive interpersonal
dynamics among activists within movements (e.g. examining why
some activist movements are dominated by White people and/ or
men). It's important to make sure that the interpersonal dynamics
among activists in an organization are anti-oppressive because

'·

social dynamics influence the quality of the organization and its

f--rom
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impact on whatever movement you're working in.

I
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3) Finally, the feminist saying "The personal is political" has had a

\11A V\ h r~

.

"""-·

huge impact on my orientation as an activist. I used to be focused
on changing the world outside of me. But now I realize that to be a
good activist, I have to examine myself too. For example, how can
I work for r-acial justice if I haven't examined my own biases?

-:-;,~

Ll

·I

2·, (\es

all my life but didn't know how to explain or didn't know others

I ! . ; Re comfV1Qnd

were feeling. I really identified with everything I read and felt
inspired. From there, my identity as a feminist continued to
strengthen.

K: Why do you think feminists have been accused for
. decades of lacldng a sense of humor?
L: First of all, I have a strong feeling that said accusers are people
with privilege (gender, race, class, etc) and their sympathizers. I
also think that feminists have always challenged people to open
their eyes to m~ny ugly;truths (e.g: s~xism, racism, homophobia,
ageism, etc.) that most; people don't want to have to think about.
To these people, wanting feminists to have a "sense of humor"
really means that they want feminists to let them get away with
saying/doing oppressive :things. They feel guilty when feminists call
them out, but th~y also :don't want to change their behavior since
they are in a coniforta~l.e positior\ of privilege, so instead of
recognizing that they ar~ at fault for not being accountable, they
externalize the blame to' feminists. .Something's wrong with those
crazy feminists, it's not me! People do this all the time to protect
their sense of self. It is called cognitive dissonance (coin_ed by Leon
Festinger).
!
·
.

yo~~ r~IJtionship with feminism affect your

K: How did
career choice?.
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L: My relationship!w lth ·!feminism was probably the biggest influence

on my career cho, ic~. I'~ cun;-ently studying to be a clinical
.
psychologist. I believe that if people have good mental health and
.

•

I

j

'

'

feel that they are 'co,mirg fror:n a place of support, respect, and
I

. i

.
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Laurie
Kate_: When did you first realize that you were a feminist?

L: I realized I was a feminist in college ... ! was dating this guy, an d
the more I got to know him and his friends, the more I realized
J·

views.
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I came across your website wh11e browsing the internet for · feminist
activities in New York. After perusing your website and carefu))y
<~ contemplating its contents, I composed the fo71owing Jetter. Additiona77y •. I
·have attached an essay on abortion by E71en Willis.
0 ,_·· Although I respect every individual's right to construct his or her
definition of feminism, I was greatly troubled upon reading the mission
-...., statement of your organization_ Simply put, ·r take issue with your idea that
~:- "pro life" and "pro woman" are mutua77y exc}usive. llllillc~
~~--- l!ll'.rllrtDI!IIIIICSSi
It[ I 4
,. I have read feminist texts extensively, spanning from
S:
the 1960s to the present .
.J As is expected among participants in any movement, individual feminists often
y. disagree on rriany issues. However, a pivotal issue which has historica71y
.-1~ united feminists across a wide spectrum is the right to choose. If women are
~
to become fu77y independent agents in a patriarchal society which has.
~.'.1. traditiona71y functioned to keep women relegated to the status of subjects,
' ' ,J' we first and foremost need complete control over our bodies. Without this
.::~ basic and inherent right, how can we be expected to grasp and ma1'ntain
- J. '· control over our minds, the most powerful tool needed to liberate ourselves
from socia77y-imposed subjugation?
'
\ - ;~ Reproductive choice 1s both synonymous with and imperative to freedom . from
·2 ·-: the patriarchal ties which generations of women have fought tooth and nail to
~ - break-and continue today in this fight. The right to choice doesn't even
:>.:-./!. necessitate a radical restructuring of society; it stays in line with the
\ I' most essential tenets of liberal feminism .
Please do not see this as a condemnatio·n of your beliefs- instead, please see
•.•.i t is a valid argument which is vita) to the survival of women's rights in an
- extremely antifeminist point in time. In my opinion, aligning oneself with
..,..,(. conservatives on such a precarious issue is an extreme 7y dangerous union, as
'J' t/Ji s is a group whi ell is notorious 7y opposed to both the upho 7di ng and the
, f\ ~
furthering of feminist principles.
Q;;. I wiJJ conclude with a quote from E77en Willis: :'No member of the species in
_r~
any stage of development has an essential right to make use of someone else's
·
body, let alone in such an a77 - encompassing f ashion without that person's
-(
consent." Thank you for taking the time to read my letter.
Sin cerely,
( ·
~
I
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how sexist and inaccurate their views of women were. They had
strange rules for judging if a woman was "hot" that involved
looking at her body in pieces. Her face wasn't very important.
They believed most women were "crazy" (especially the ones who
c;alled them out on their b.s.) and the only ones they didn't deem
"crazy" were the ones who had internalized these boys' sexist

That group of guys was a year or so older than me, and I didn't
have much dating experience, so I put a lot of stock in what they
said. I thought this was how most men felt about women. I
doubted myself when I thought something they did or said was
sexist because they so vehemently denied their- sexism when I
confronted them about it, and like I said, I didn't have much
experience to compare it to.
. After my then-boyfriend and I broke up, I talked to my friends
about the relationship and the breakup in depth. I found that t h ose
friends who were feminists were the most helpful and most
suppor·tive of me, validating my qualms about some of the
dynamics of the relationship and among my then-boyfriend's
friends.

'·

I began reading books from the Second and Third Waves, and
found even more support for my viewpoints on not just the
relationship dynamics but on a range of things I had experienced in
my life. Those authors articulated so many things! had been feeling

~

